ROMAN EMPIRE

the city became the residence of emperors in the western part of the Roman Empire in Late Antiquity. Trier unites UNESCO World Heritage sites, Roman monuments and archaeological finds into an incomparable introduction into the culture of the everyday lives of the Roman city.

CONQUER THE

Nowhere else north of the Alps can you experience the Roman era more authentically than in Trier. The centre of Antiquity in Germany is located here. The city was once one of the largest urban centres in the Roman Empire. As a flourishing centre of trade and administrative seat,
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formances (available in german) from the Trier Tourismus
ally, both tickets offer reduced admission into the media
man monuments – Porta Nigra, Amphitheatre, Imperial
With the ANTIKENCARD PREMIUM you can visit four Ro-
seum.
ANTIKENCARD BASIC includes admission into two Roman
Mountains of Antiquity
PORTA NIGRA
Colossal city gate and forti-
cation. Trier’s landmark offers
an introduction into the past
of Augusta Treverorum, Ger-
many’s oldest city. During a
visit to Trier you can discover
the eventful history of the
best preserved city gate north
of the Alps.

BARBARA BATHS
With its about 1000 acres
(more than 4 hectares) – about
six soccer pitches – the monu-
mental baths from the 2nd cen-
tury AD were the second largest
baths in the entire Roman Empire
at the time they were constructed, a
wellness oasis for visitors. The ther-
mal baths can be visited via a walk-
way with nine stopping points.

ANTIKENCARD GROUP
10,00 €

ANTIKENCARD SCHOOL
6,00 €

* Admission into two Roman monuments and the Landes-
museum for a group of at least 15 persons. Valid one week
from the time of purchase, no additional reductions.
** Admission into the four Roman monuments and the Landes-
museum for a school class. Valid one week from the time of
purchase, no additional reductions.

The ANTIKENCARD is available at all Roman monuments, at the Rheinisches Landesmuseum and at the Tourist Information Trier.
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